Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Endoscopic resection of intramucosal carcinomas is considered to be a curative therapy since the risk of lymph node metastasis (LNM) is low [1] . However, up to 12% of patients with submucosal invasive colorectal carcinoma (SICRC) have LNM [2, 3] , and it is unclear whether endoscopic resection is the most appropriate treatment option for these patients. Prior to endoscopic resection, patients with SICRC require careful pathological assessment to determine whether there is a significant risk of LNM which may require additional surgical treatment [4] .
Various histopathological parameters such as angiolymphatic invasion, poor tumor differentiation, and the depth and/or width of submucosal invasion are reported to be associated with LNM in patients with SICRC [3] [4] [5] [6] . The 2014 guidelines of the Japanese Society for Cancer of the Colon and Rectum (JSCCR) for the treatment of colorectal cancer (CRC) by endoscopic resection, suggest that cases with tumorpositive vertical resection margin, submucosal invasion of ≥ 1000 µm, and unfavorable histology such as poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma, signet-ring cell carcinoma, or mucinous carcinoma should be considered for additional surgery with LN dissection [7] . The presence of vascular invasion and/or grade 2/3 budding at the site of the deepest invasion are also included as surgical candidates.
However, not all surgical cases of SICRC present LNM, resulting in overtreatment. Conversely, some patients without surgery eventually present LNM [2, 6, 8, 9] . In order to provide the appropriate treatment to patients with SICRC, and reduce the number of unnecessary additional surgical resections, there needs to be an improvement in discriminating between patients with a high risk of developing LNM and those with a low risk of developing LNM.
In this study, we analyzed the incidence of LNM in relation to several histopathological findings in a large cohort of patients with SICRC, with an aim to help pathologists and clinicians in identifying the best treatment strategy for such patients.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and clinicopathological data
A total of 252 patients with SICRC who had undergone surgery for systematic lymph node dissection in Seoul Saint Mary's hospital between 2000 and 2015 were enrolled in this study. Clinicopathological parameters including age, sex, tumor location, size, and LNM status were reviewed retrospectively from the medical records. Approval for this study was acquired from the Institutional Review Board of the College of Medicine at the Catholic University of Korea (KC16RISI0817).
Histopathological analysis
Hematoxylin and eosin stained tumor sections were evaluated for the following: depth and width of the submucosal invasion, tumor budding, poorly differentiated clusters (PDCs), histological grade, lymphatic invasion, venous invasion, perineural invasion, peritumoral inflammation, and desmoplasia. Two pathologists (Lee SH and Yim KI) independently examined each tumor section.
Depth of submucosal invasion
The depth of submucosal invasion was measured by three methods. The first method followed the JSCCR guidelines [10] . In brief, when the muscularis mucosa (MM) was clearly visible, the depth of the submucosal invasion was measured from the lowest border of the MM to the deepest invasion front. When the MM was deformed or not easily identified, the depth of the submucosal invasion was measured from the surface of the tumor to the invasion front, for both pedunculated and sessile forms. For pedunculated lesions with tangled MM, the depth of the submucosal invasion was measured as the distance between the boundary line of the head and stalk (level 2 by Haggitt classification) and the deepest point of the tumor. The second method followed the protocol by Kitajima et al [5] The tumor was classified as a pedunculated or sessile type with an identifiable MM or a sessile type without an identifiable MM. For pedunculated lesions, the depth of the submucosal invasion was measured as the distance between Haggitt's level 2 and the deepest invasion point. For sessile tumor types with an identifiable MM, the depth of invasion was measured from the lowest border of the MM to the deepest invasion front. For sessile tumor types without an identifiable MM, the depth of the submucosal invasion was measured from the surface of the tumor to the invasion front. Lastly, we followed the method by Ueno et al [6] . The depth of the submucosal invasion was simply measured as the distance between the tumor surface and the deepest invasion point.
Width of submucosal invasion
The width of the submucosal invasion was defined as the largest (longest) horizontal measurement of the submucosal invasive area.
Depth multiplied by width
Assuming the shape of the submucosal invasion was an ellipse, the area is π × depth × width. Therefore, we postulated that the depth multiplied by width could represent the area of submucosal invasion. The results of depth multiplied by width were obtained by the three different methods described previously for measuring the depth of invasion.
Lymphatic and vascular invasion
The diagnosis of lymphatic invasion was made based on the presence of at least one tumor cell cluster within vascular space lined by a single layer of endothelial cells with no supporting smooth muscle, elastic lamina and/or red blood cells, whose lumens are sometimes filled with lymphocytes. Similarly, we defined vascular invasion as tumor cell nests in spaces that were lined by endothelium and filled with red blood cells, located in the vicinity of an artery and distant from the main lesion. Tumor cell nests in spaces that were not lined by endothelial cells were considered as stromainvasive tumor cell nests, that is, retraction artifacts due to tissue shrinkage during fixation. In this study, only tumor cell nests in spaces lined by endothelial cells were counted as lymphovascular invasion.
Additional immunohistochemical staining with Podoplanin (clone D2-40, 1:50, Cell Marque, Hot Springs, AR, the United States of America), to detect lymphatic invasion, and with CD34 (clone QBEnd 10, 1:100, DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark) or CD31 (clone JC70A, 1:200, Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), to detect venous invasion were performed in those sections in which it was difficult to judge the presence or absence of lymphovascular invasion.
Tumor budding
An isolated tumor cell or small clusters of < 5 cancer cells in the invasive front was defined as tumor budding (Figure 1 ). In the present study, this was assessed by two different methods. The method described by Ueno et al [6] identified a microscopic field with intense budding and counted the number of budding foci using the × 20 objective lens and classified the number of foci by grade (grade 0; 0 focus, grade 1; 1-4 foci, grade 2; 5-9 foci, grade 3; ≥ 10 foci per field). The second method assessed the presence or absence of the tumor budding.
PDCs
PDCs were defined as cancer cell clusters of ≥ 5 carcinoma cells that are lacking a glandular formation at the invasive front ( Figure 2 ). However, when evaluating the mucinous adenocarcinoma, cancer cell clusters within a large mucin pool were not classified as PDCs; whereas, cancer cell clusters infiltrating the stroma with minimal extracellular mucin formation were classified as PDCs [11] . In our study, the assessment of PDCs was based on the presence or absence of PDCs. were used to analyze the differences between the absence and presence of LNM. When predicting LNM, the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV) were evaluated for each factor. Using multivariate logistic clinicopathological characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . Table 1 summarizes the correlations between the histopathological parameters and LNM. The depth and width of the submucosal invasion, depth multiplied by width measurement, and the presence of lymphatic invasion, tumor budding, and PDCs were all significantly associated with the incidence of LNM. The depth multiplied by width values were significantly higher in tumors with LNM than in tumors without LNM, irrespective of the method used (P < 0.001). The incidence of LNM was 23.3% in tumors with tumor budding and 0% in cases without tumor budding (P < 0.0001).
Statistical analysis
LNM in relation to histopathological parameters
Comparison of risk factors for LNM
The sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, PPVs, and NPVs were calculated for the parameters that were significantly associated with LNM using univariate analysis ( Table 2 ). In addition, ROC curves were obtained for each parameter and the AUC was used to compare how well the various risk factors could identify the risk of LNM (Table 3 and Figure 3 ).
We found that the JSCCR method for measuring the depth of invasion was the most predictive for LNM (difference AUC = 0.026). In addition, the width of the submucosal invasion was more accurate for predicting LNM than the depth of invasion (difference AUC = 0.053). Furthermore, when using the JSCCR method for the depth of invasion, we found that the depth multiplied by width was even more powerful than the depth of invasion or width of invasion alone (difference AUC = 0.063). Meanwhile, the most powerful clinicopathological parameter for predicting LNM was lymphatic invasion (difference AUC = 0.204), followed by the presence or absence of tumor budding (difference AUC = 0.190), PDCs (difference AUC = 0.172) and tumor budding assessed using the Ueno method (difference AUC = 0.128). Simply classifying tumor budding by the presence or absence was more predictive than the method proposed by Ueno.
DISCUSSION
The presence of LNM is known to be one of the most significant and independent predictor for 5 years cancer specific survival and 5 years diseasefree survival in patients with SICRC [12] . It is essential to select the most appropriate treatment options considering the risk of LNM. However, each treatment modality needs to balance a potential cure with the mortality and morbidity risks that accompany such treatment options. Therefore, it is crucial to identify those patients with a potential risk for LNM before proceeding with additional surgical treatments.
To date, various histopathological parameters, regression analysis, ROC was calculated and the AUC was used to compare how effective the parameters were at identifying the risk of LNM; tumor type and desmoplasia were used as compounding factors. Twosided P values of < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. JMP software (version 9.0.2; SAS Institute, Cary, NV, the United States of America) was used for all statistical calculations.
RESULTS
Patients and clinicopathological data
Of the 252 patients, 130 were male and 122 were female; the mean age was 61. including those related to the degree of submucosal invasion (measured as the depth or width of the submucosal invasion) and the status of the MM, have been proposed to predict the risk of LNM in patients with SICRC. The depth of submucosal invasion has long been identified as a predictor of LNM in SICRC, but the level of submucosal invasion associated with LNM and how the depth of invasion should be measured remain undefined. Several measurement systems have been proposed to evaluate the depth of the submucosal invasion in SICRC, although there are still controversies regarding their ability to accurately predict LNM. Haggitt et al [8] revealed that level 4 invasion is an adverse prognostic factor associated with LNM in cases of the pedunculated type of SICRC [8] . Similarly, Kikuchi et al [2] showed that the submucosal invasion level in sessile type tumors is an important risk factor for the development of LNM and local recurrence.However, the Haggitt system is of little use in sessile type tumors without an identifiable stalk, which are always classified as level 4. The Kikuchi system is difficult to apply to specimens obtained by endoscopic resection as they do not usually include the muscularis propria and therefore submucosal invasion levels cannot easily be evaluated. For both the Haggitt and Kickuchi systems to be successfully applied, the tumors should be resected en bloc.
Owing to the variability in the shapes of SICRCs, the usefulness of quantitatively measuring the actual submucosal depth from the MM as an invasion value is being widely accepted [5, 7] . In the JSCCR guidelines, a depth of submucosal invasion of 1000 µm or more has been adopted as the criteria for additional intestinal resection [7] . Similarly, in the present study, we found that a submucosal invasion depth of 1000 µm or more was significantly correlated with the incidence of LNM.
In the evaluation of SICRC, there have been difficulties in identifying the depth of the submucosal invasion, because the MM is sometimes poorly defined and disrupted, leading to variability in the measurements. Moreover, the greater the length of the submucosal invasive fronts, the higher the chances of contact with and subsequent invasion into the lymphovascular structures. Thus, Ueno et al [6] addressed the importance of the width of submucosal invasion in predicting LNM. They suggested that a submucosal invasion width of ≥ 4000 µm together with an invasion depth of ≥ 2000 µm could increase the probability of LNM [6] . The chances of the lymphovascular invasion would be higher with a greater area of submucosal invasion. Toh et al [13] introduced the area of tumor involvement within the submucosa as a predictor for LNM, suggesting that the assessment of the submucosal invasion area would provide more valuable information. Our study revealed that lymph node-positive SICRCs had a significantly greater width of invasion (P = 0.001) and multiplication of depth and width of invasion (P < 0.001) compared with those of lymph node-negative SICRCs. Additionally, the ROC analysis demonstrated that the width of invasion and multiplication of depth and width of invasion had increased sensitivity and specificity compared with the submucosal invasion depth in predicting LNM. Toh et al [13] measured the area of submucosal tumor involvement very accurately using digital pathology, which is impractical and laborious for routine clinical use.
On the other hand, in the present study, we assessed the depth and width of the submucosa invasion, and then simply multiplied these two parameters. This can easily be applied in routine practice. Moreover, we have found that the multiplication of depth and width of submucosal invasion, roughly reflects the area of submucosal invasion. It showed to be a good predictor for LNM. Tumor budding means individual malignant cells and/or small clusters of undifferentiated malignant cells seen in the tumor stroma, which are located near the invasive front of the tumor [14] . It has been associated with the process of epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), which gives tumor cells a more mesenchymal phenotype with increased migratory capacity and invasiveness [15] .Tumor budding is postulated to be akin to EMT, and is now considered a predictor of LNM, lymphovascular invasion, tumor relapse and poor prognosis among CRC patients of all stages [14] . In the same context, it is proposed as an adverse prognostic factor in early CRC by the European Society for Medical Oncology consensus guidelines [16] . Nevertheless, tumor budding has not yet been used in routine clinical practice, because there is no consensus criteria concerning the exact definition, and methodology of assessment. Therefore, standardization of methods for defining and quantifying tumor budding is needed to unequivocally confirm its prognostic value. The present study defined tumor budding by its presence or absence and demonstrated that tumor budding was the second highest impact factor for predicting LNM in patients with SICRC, after lymphatic invasion. Moreover, in the evaluation of tumor budding, we revealed that our classification is superior to that of Ueno et al [6] suggesting that presence of tumor budding itself can significantly affect patient outcomes. In addition, our defining system is more practical since it does not require any additional grading procedures [17] . Recent studies have emphasized the potential role of PDC as a prognostic marker for LNM in SICRC, and the present study confirmed the significant impact of PDC in identifying the risk of LNM [11, 18] . Furthermore, both ROC curves of tumor budding and PDC showed a relatively large AUC, suggesting that these two parameters had high sensitivity and specificity in predicting LNM compared with submucosal invasion depth, width and multiplication of depth and width.
Many researchers have shown that there is a directly proportional relationship between the number of examined lymph nodes and survival, particularly in patients with advanced CRC [19] [20] [21] [22] . Similarly, Wang et al [23] revealed that the total number of lymph nodes sampled significantly correlated with the prognosis of SICRC. Therefore, retrieving a sufficient number of nodes is crucial for investigating the relationship between clinicopathological parameters and lymph node status in CRC. However, most previous studies with early CRC have reported upon a relatively small number of lymph nodes: mean number of 9.4 ± 7.8 retrieved lymph nodes in the study by Wang et al [23] 10 in the study by Okabe et al [24] and 14 in the study by Tateishi et al [25] . A median of 18 lymph nodes were retrieved in our study, which is the largest number collected to date.
This study has several limitations. First, it is a retrospective cohort study that has a relatively low statistical power due to the small number of SICRC with LNM. In addition, SICRC case selection in this study might have been biased toward those with high risk for LNM. Therefore, a prospective trial with large scaled cohort is necessary to verify the findings of this study. Despite these limitations, our study revealed relatively simple and novel predictors for LNM in SICRC.
In conclusion, we have revealed that the presence of tumor budding might be a powerful predictor for LNM in patients with SICRC. In addition, we have found that submucosal invasion depth and width were significantly correlated with the incidence of LNM. In particular, the multiplication of depth and width measurements of the submucosal invasion proposed in our study may provide important information regarding treatment options for patients with SICRC.
COMMENTS
Background
Endoscopic resection of intramucosal carcinomas is considered to be a curative therapy since the risk of lymph node metastasis (LNM) is low. However, up to 12% of patients with submucosal invasive colorectal carcinoma (SICRC) have LNM. Thus, it is unclear whether endoscopic resection is appropriate after carcinomatous cells have penetrated the muscularis mucosa. Prior to endoscopic resection, patients with SICRC require careful pathological assessment to determine whether there is a significant risk of LNM which may require additional surgical treatment.
Research frontiers
The depth of submucosal invasion has long been identified as a predictor of LNM in SICRC, but the level of submucosal invasion associated with LNM and how the depth of invasion should be measured remain undefined. Several measurement systems have been proposed to evaluate the depth of the submucosal invasion in SICRC, although there are still controversies regarding their ability to accurately predict LNM. There needs to be an improvement in discriminating between patients with a high risk of developing LNM and those with a low risk of developing LNM.
Innovations and breakthroughs
It has revealed that the width of the submucosal invasion was more accurate for predicting LNM than the depth of invasion and the depth multiplied by width was even more powerful than the depth of invasion or width of invasion alone in the present study. In addition, it has revealed that the presence of tumor budding might be a powerful predictor for LNM in patients with SICRC.
Applications
In the present study, it assessed the depth and width of the submucosa invasion, and then simply multiplied these two parameters. This can easily be applied in routine practice. In the evaluation of tumor budding, it revealed that presence of tumor budding itself can significantly affect patient outcomes. This defining system is more practical since it does not require any additional grading procedures.
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